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ABSTRACT 
We study stability in classes of subspaces which are invariant under a self-adjoint 
matrix in an indefinite inner product, and have various maximality and semidefinite- 
ness properties with respect to this indefinite inner product. Descriptions of all 
subspaces in such a class for which these properties are stable in one or another way 
are obtained. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n x n matrix (with complex entries) which is self-adjoint in 
the indefinite inner product determined by an invertible hermitian n X n 
matrix H (in short, A is H-self-adjoint). This means that (HAx, y ) = (Hz, Ay ) 
for all X, y E 4: “, where ( a, * ) stands for the standard inner product in C ‘, or, 
equivalently, HA = A*H. 
We consider A-invariant subspaces which possess additional properties 
with respect to the indefinite inner product introduced by H. In particular, 
we are interested in muximul H-nonnegative subspaces N, i.e., such that 
(Hx, x) > 0 for all x E N, and N is maximal with respect to this property, and 
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in hypermuximul H-neutral subspaces M, i.e., such that HM = Ml. Obvi- 
ously, not for every pair (A, H) with H-self-adjoint A does there exist an 
A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. In contrast, an A-invariant 
maximal H-nonnegative subspace exists for any H-self-adjoint A (this fact is 
known as Pontryagin’s theorem; see [3, Section 1X.71). 
In this paper we describe A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces 
and A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces which are stable in their 
class. Our motivation to study such stable subspaces came from the important 
role they play in various factorizations of self-adjoint rational matrix functions 
and matrix polynomials (see [18, 61) and in the analysis of solutions of the 
algebraic matrix Riccati equation (see, e.g., [16]). It turns out that stability of 
such subspaces is very strongly related to stability of the corresponding 
factorizations and stability of solutions of the Riccati equation. This relation- 
ship will be studied in detail in paper II. The approach to studying the 
stability of factorizations of rational matrix functions and matrix polynomials 
via stability of the corresponding invariant subspaces was exploited in recent 
works (see [l]; [2, Chapters 7, 81; [7, Chapter 51; [19]) and proved to be 
useful. 
In the descriptions of stable A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces 
and stable A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspaces, as well as in other 
problems, an important property, called the sign condition of the pair (A, H ), 
comes up. The definition of this property may be given in terms of the 
canonical form of the pair (A, H) and its sign characteristic (see Section 1). 
Namely, (A, H) satisfies the sign condition if and only if for every real 
eigenvalue X of A the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H ) corresponding 
to the Jordan blocks of even order with eigenvalue A in the Jordan normal 
form of A are all equal, and the same is true for the signs corresponding to the 
Jordan blocks of odd order with eigenvalue X. 
We formulate now two of the main results of this paper. Let A be 
H-self-adjoint. An A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace M is called 
stably maximal nonnegative if for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for 
any pair (A’, H’) with H’-self-adjoint A’ and with ]]A - A’]]+ IIH - H’JI < 6 
there exists an A’-invariant maximal H/-nonnegative subspace M’ with ]I PM - 
PIM,ll < E, where PM (PM,) is the orthogonal projection onto M (M’). (It is 
assumed implicitly that H’ is hermitian and invertible, and A’, H’ have the 
same size as A, H.) 
THEOREM 0.1. A pair (A, H) with an H-selfadjoint n x n matrix A has 
a stably maximal nonnegative subs-pace if and only if (A, H) satisfies the 
sign condition. In this case, an A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace 
M is stably maximal nonnegative if and only if either M I Ker(h,I - A)” or 
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M nKer(h,Z - A)” =(0) for every rwnreal eigenualue h, of A with 
dimKer(h,Z - A) > 1. 
Let A be H-selfadjoint, and assume that there exists an A-invariant 
hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. Such a subspace M will be called stably 
hypemaximal neutral if for every E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that for any 
pair (A’, H’) with H’-self-adjoint A’ which satisfies JJA - A’\1 + J/H - H’IJ < 6 
and possesses an A’-invariant hypermaximal H’-neutral subspace, there exists 
such a subspace M’ with 11 PM - P.u,ll < E [as before, P.U ( P,v,) is the orthogonal 
projection onto M (M’)]. 
THEOREM 0.2. A pair (A, H) with an H-self&joint n X n matrix A has 
a stably hypermaximul neutral subspace if and only if (A, H) satisfies the 
sign condition and the sizes of the Jordan blocks with real eigenvalues (if 
any) in the Jordan fm of A are all euen. In this case, an A-inuariant 
hypermaximul H-neutral subspace M is stably hypemaximal neutral if and 
only if either M > Ker(h,Z - A)” or M nKer(X,Z - A)” = (0) for euey 
nonreal eigenualue h, of A with dimKer(X,Z - A) > 1. 
In this paper we study also a stronger notion of stability, namely Lipschitz 
stability, which means, roughly speaking, that in the above definitions one can 
take 6 = C- E, where the constant C depends only on A, H, and M. We obtain 
the analogues of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 for this type of stability. 
The paper consists of seven sections. In the first, preliminary section, we 
recall the known results concerning the canonical form of an H-self- 
adjoint matrix A, and in particular the sign characteristic of (A, H). In the 
second section the sign condition is introduced, and for all pairs (A, H) 
satisfying this condition we describe the A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative 
subspaces M in terms of A-invariant subspaces N such that all the eigenvalues 
of the restriction Al, lie in the open upper half plane. The correspondence 
between N and M turns out to be continuous and is used in later sections. In 
Section 3 we develop results on stability of invariant subspaces in the 
framework of general classes of pairs (A, H). These results provide a unified 
approach to stability problems in various classes of invariant subspaces with 
respect to indefinite inner products and are used, in particular, in the proofs 
of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. In Section 4 stably maximal nonnegative subspaces 
are described; Theorem 0.1 is proved in Section 4. Also, we show that an 
A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace M is stably maximal nonnega- 
tive if and only if the pair (A, H) satisfies the sign condition and M is isolated 
as a point in the set of all A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces. An 
analogous tatement is true for stably hypermaximal neutral subspaces, which 
are treated in Section 5. In Section 6 we study stability properties of the sign 
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condition and apply the results to stability of stably maximal nonnegative and 
stably hypermaximal neutral subspaces. Finally, in the last section we indicate 
how the results proved in this paper for H-self-adjoint matrices may be 
transformed into theorems for H-unitary matrices. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
An n X n (complex) matrix A is called H-self&joint whenever H is an 
invertible (complex) hermitian n X n matrix and HA = A*H. Note that the 
invertible hermitian matrix H induces an indefinite inner product on d= n by 
the formula [x, y] = (Hz, y). (As usual, we identify an n X n matrix with its 
canonical action on the standard basis of C “.) It follows that A is H-self- 
adjoint if and only if A : C n + C n is self-adjoint in the inner product [. , .I. 
Let A be H-self-adjoint. In the sequel we shall often use the canonical form 
of the pair (A, H) under unitary similarity. Recall (see [6]) that the pairs 
(A, H) and (I?, G) are called uniturily similar if B = S’AS and G = S*HS for 
some invertible matrix S. (Clearly, B is G-self-adjoint in this case.) The 
following theorem gives the canonical form of a pair (A, H) under unitary 
similarity transformations (this theorem and its proof can be found in many 
sources; see e.g. [7,11,17]). Denote by &(X) the Jordan block of size k x k 
with eigenvalue h, and denote by Pk the k X k permutation matrix 
[ai,k-j+llF,j=l’ Th e matrix Pk will be called the sip matrix (standard involu- 
tary permutation) of order k. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let H = H* be invertible, and let A be H-selfadjoint. 
Then the pair (A, H) is unitarily simi.?aT to a pair (I, I’,,) of the following 
StructuTe; 
J=K,$ *-. cBK,$K,+,$ . . . @Ka+o, (1.1) 
C, = QI@ . a. @Qo@Qa+,@ . . . @Qn+-b, (1.2) 
where for j =l,...,a, 
Kj=Im,(hj); Qj = &jPm,; Xjisreal, ~~=_fl; 
andforj=a+l,...,a+b, 
Kj = Imj( “j) eIm,(Xj) ; Qj = Pzmi; h j is nonreal. 
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The blocks ( Kj, Qj) in (1.1) and (1.2) are uniquely determined up to permu- 
tations. In particular, J is the Jordan form of A. 
The signs ei which appear in (1.2), one sign for each Jordan block of J 
with a real eigenvalue, are called the sign characteristic of (A, H). In other 
words, the sign characteristic of (A, H) prescribes a sign _+ 1 to each partial 
multiplicity of A corresponding to a real eigenvalue. 
Let m,,..., m, be the partial multiplicities of A corresponding to real 
eigenvalues [or, what is the same, the orders of the blocks corresponding to 
real eigenvalues in the canonical form of (A, H)]. Let ei j be the vector with 1 
in the (m,+ ..* + m,_i + j)th coordinate and zeros elsewhere. Then for 
x = C~_lC~~i~ijeij and y = X{=lCy:i&jeij we have 
(~,,%Y)= i c Eicxij&,. (l-3) 
i=l j+k-m,+l 
2. DESCRIPTION OF INVARIANT MAXIMAL SEMIDEFINITE 
SUBSPACES 
Let H be an invertible hermitian n X n matrix. A subspace M of 4: n will be 
called H-nonnegative (H-nonpositiue, H-neutral) if (Hx, x) 2 0 (( Hx, x) < 0, 
(Hx, x) = 0) for all x E M. We say that M is maximal H-nonnegative if there 
is no H-nonnegative subspace which contains M as a proper subspace. In a 
similar way one defines maximal H-nonpositiue. If a subspace M is both 
maximal H-nonnegative and maximal H-nonpositive, it is called hypermaximul 
H-neutral In this case HM = ML [3, Theorem 1.7.4.1. 
Let A be H-self-adjoint. It is well known that there exists an A-invariant 
maximal H-nonnegative (and a maximal H-nonpositive) subspace (Pontryagin’s 
theorem). Using the minimax properties of the eigenvalues of H, it is easily 
seen that the dimension of such a subspace is equal to the number of positive 
(or negative, respectively) eigenvalues of H, counting multiplicities. The 
dimensions of these spaces are also given by the following proposition (which 
can be deduced from [9, Section V.S]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be an A-inuariant maximal H-nonpositiue (H- 
nonnegative) subspace. Let M, be the spectral subspace of A corresponding 
to its eigenvalues in the open upper half plane. Then 
dimM=dimM+ + i ni, 
i-l 
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i 
hi, m, even, 
ni= &(mi-Ei)(J(mi+&,)), miodd. 
Here m l,. . . , m, are the partial multiplicities of the real eigenvalues of A, and 
(e r,...,~~] is thesign characteristicof (A, H). 
If there exists an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace M, then it 
follows from Proposition 2.1 that 
This implies that C,,= _ I _ odd1 = Z,,, + l,m, oddl. Hence the number of blocks 
of odd order corresponding to real eigenvalues of A is even, and exactly half 
of the signs corresponding to these blocks are f 1; the other half are - 1. We 
shall see later on that an even stronger statement holds (see Theorem 5.1). 
The aim of this section is to describe all A-invariant maximal H-nonnega- 
tive (or H-nonpositive) subspaces. This will be done under the following extra 
condition. We say that the pair (A, H) satisfies the sign condition if for every 
real eigenvalue X of A the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) corre- 
sponding to Jordan blocks with eigenvalue X of even order are all equal and 
the same is true for the signs corresponding to the Jordan blocks with 
eigenvahre A of odd order. In particular, the sign condition is satisfied if A has 
no real eigenvalues, as well as in the case when A is nonderogatory (i.e., the 
minimal and characteristic polynomials of A coincide). In this paper we shall 
see the importance of the sign condition. 
Assuming that the sign condition holds, the next theorem describes all 
A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative (and maximal N-nonpositive) subspaces in 
terms of A-invariant subspaces N such that the eigenvalues of AJ, he in the 
open upper half plane. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be H-selfadjoint, and assume that (A, H) satisfies 
the sign condition. Let M, be the spectral subspace of A corresponding to the 
eigenvalues in the open upper half plane. Then for every A-invariant sub- 
space N, c M, there exists a unique A-invariant maximal H-nonpositive 
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subspace Nl such that Nl f~ M, = N, . Also there exists a unique A-inuariant 
muximul H-nonnegative subspace N, such that N, n M, = N, . 
More generally Theorem 2.2 remains true if M, is replaced by a spectral 
subspace M of A such that the spectrum of A(, does not contain pairs of 
complex conjugate numbers (in particular, Al,v has no real eigenvalues), and 
M is maximal with respect o this property. 
A particular case of Theorem 2.2 (with the additional assumption that all 
the partial multiplicities of A corresponding to real eigenvalues are even) is 
contained in Theorem 1 in [21]. 
Before we prove Theorem 2.2, we make some remarks which enable us to 
restrict ourselves to two special cases, namely a( A) = { h > , h E R , or a( A) = 
{ h, x }. h ~5 R (cf. Section 2 in [19]). Indeed, an H-self-adjoint n X n matrix A 
enjoys the following locality property. Let R be either the spectral subspace of 
A corresponding to a real eigenvalue or the sum of the spectral subspaces of A 
corresponding to a pair of nonreal conjugate eigenvalues. Then PR H IR is 
hermitian and invertible, where PR : 4: n -+ R is the orthogonal projector on R 
and PR H 1 R is considered as a matrix with respect o some orthonormal basis 
in R. Moreover, the restriction Al, (written as a matrix in the same basis) is 
PR HI,-self-adjoint. One can check easily that these properties are indepen- 
dent of the choice of the basis in R. Conversely, if Al, is PA HI,-self-adjoint 
for every such R, then A is H-self-adjoint. For the details on this we refer to 
[3, 7, 121. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be H-selfadjoint. Then an A-inuariant subspace 
M is maximal H-nonnegative (maximal H-nonpositiue) if and only if for euey 
spectral subspace R of A corresponding either to a real eigenualue or to a pair 
of nonreal conjugate eigenualues the intersection M n R is maximal 
PR H 1 ,-nonnegatiue (maximal PR H I ,-wnpositiue ). 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1, the proposition is easily seen from Theo- 
rem 1.1. l 
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 1.1 we may 
assume that either A = J, a Jordan matrix with a single real eigenvalue X, and 
H = PE, with some choice of sign E, or A = r@j where .7 is a Jordan matrix 
with an eigenvalue A in the open upper half plane, and 
H= ’ ’ 
[ 1 P 0’ 
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where P is a block diagonal matrix whose blocks on the main diagonal are sip 
matrices with sizes equal to the sizes of the corresponding Jordan blocks in J. 
As the second case is covered by Theorem 1 in [21], we give only an 
outline of the proof for this case. Using a unitary similarity transformation, we 
replace the pair (A, H) by (K, Q), where 
where n is the order of A. If N, c Q= n/2 is J-invariant, then the subspace 
Nl=( [++N+,yd’I) 
is K-invariant and Q-neutral, and dim Ni = n/2. In particular Ni is maximal 
Qnonnegative and maximal Q-nonpositive. Conversely, let Ni be a 
K-invariant maximal Qnonnegative subspace (in particular dim Nr = n/2), 
and let N, c Q: "/' be the J-invariant subspace for which 
N,nR,(K)= : , 1 1 
One proves that in fact Ni coincides with the subspace 
Consider now the first case. We have to prove that there is a unique 
J-invariant maximal PErnonnegative subspace and a unique l-invariant maxi- 
mal Pe,-nonpositive subspace. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
h = 0 (otherwise consider J - h instead of J). Let J = J,,(O)@ . . . @J,jO). 
We may also assume that the signs corresponding to the blocks J,,,(O) of odd 
order are all + I’s (otherwise replace PC, by - P,,). Denote by e, j E C n the 
vector with 1 in the (m, + . . . + m, _ 1 + j)th coordinate and zeros elsewhere, 
for j = 1,. . . , m, and i = 1,. . . , r; so the vectors e,i,. . . , e,,, form a Jordan 
chain for J. 
Let N be a J-invariant maximal P-nonpositive subspace, where P = PE,, and 
let 
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Denote pi=[mi/2]. We claim that cuij=O for j>pi, i=l,...,r. Suppose 
this not true. For i = 1 ,...,r define ji=max{j]crij+O}; then x= 
X;=rC&ioijeij. By assumption the number y = max{ ji - pi } is positive. 
Note that for all i we have ji - y < pi. 
First suppose m, is odd whenever y = j, - p, and 1~ s < r. Then it 
follows that ji - y + 1~ pi for mi even. We have 
Jy-‘x = i i aijei, j_y+l E N. 
i=l j=y 
Using (l-3), a computation gives 
(PPX, Px) = i ~Eiaijaik, 
i=l D 
whereD={(j,k)]j-y+l+k-y+l=mi+l,ygj<ji,y<k<ji} and 
~~ is the sign in the sign characteristic of (J, P) corresponding to the block Ii. 
For 1~ j, k < ji we have 
j-y+l+k-y+l<2(ji-y+1)<2(pi+l), 
and equality holds if and only if k = j = ji and ji - y = pi. In that case mi is 
odd, and hence ~~ = + 1 and 2( pi + 1) = mi + 1. So 
j-y+l+k-y+l=m,+l 
if and only if ji - y = pi, and then ~~ = + 1. Hence 
(Pp-lx, JeT) = C l"ij,12 > O 
Iilku=nl 
by assumption. On the other hand N is nonpositive, so 
(PJy-lx, Jy-5) < 0. 
Contradiction. 
Next, suppose there exists s such that y = j, - p, and m, is even. In this 
case an analogous computation shows that 
(Wx, JYX) = 0, (w%J-+)= f ~laiii12#o, (2.1) 
E -’ 
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where E = { i 1 mi is even and ji - y = pi }, and the sign f coincides with the 
sign of (1, P) corresponding to the blocks of even size. Now (2.1) is contradic- 
tory, because the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, which holds on the P-nonposi- 
tive subspace N, gives 
We have proved that oi j = 0 if j > pi. Since N is maximal P-nonpositive, 
we have dim N = CI=,pi, as one easily sees using Proposition 2.1 and the 
assumption that .si = + 1 for blocks of odd size. This leaves only the possibility 
So N is unique. 
Now let M be a J-invariant maximal P-nonnegative subspace. Then (PM) L 
is a J-invariant maximal P-nonpositive subspace. Indeed, J-invariance of (PM) ’ 
is easily checked. Further, assume that (Px, x) > 0 for some x E (PM)‘. 
Then the subspace span{ x } + M is P-nonnegative, because for m E M, a E C 
we have 
Since M is maximal P-nonnegative, it follows that x E M. Hence x E M n 
(PM)‘, which gives (Px, x) = 0. This is a contradiction, so (A, x) G 0 for 
all x e(PM)‘. Finally, the maximality of (PM)I follows from a dimension 
argument. Now (PM) 1 is unique, as we have shown above. So M is unique as 
well. n 
Theorem 2.2 is best possible in the sense that if the sign condition is 
violated, there is no uniqueness for Ni and N, (in the notation of Theorem 
2.2). More exactly the situation is as follows: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be H-se&&joint, and assume (A, H) does not 
satisfy the sign condition. Let M, be the spectral subspace of A correspond- 
ing to the open upper half plane. Then for evey A-invariant subspace 
N, c M, there exists a continuum of A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative 
subspaces Nl and a continuum of A-invariant muximul H-rwnpositive sub- 
spaces N, such that N, fl M, = N, 17 M + = N, . 
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Proof. We shah prove the case of maximal H-nonpositive subspaces only. 
By Proposition 2.3, it suffices to consider two cases: a( A) = { X } (h E W) or 
o(A) = {X,x} (X E W). In the second case the pair (A, H) satisfies the sign 
condition. So the only case left is the first one. We may assume that 
(A, H) = (I, PC,) is in the canonical form (Theorem 1.1): 
where ei = k 1 and Pi is the mi X m, sip matrix. 
As the sign condition is not satisfied, we may assume that one of the 
following two cases holds: 
(1) m, = 2p, and m2 = 2p, are even, pi = 1, Ed = - 1; 
(2) m, = 2p, + 1 and m2 = 2p, + 1 are odd, q = 1, ~a = - 1. 
Let M be a fixed A’-invariant maximal P’-nonpositive subspace, where 
A’= J,,$)@ . . . W&), P’=E3P3@3 ..- $&,P,. 
Put 
A dimensional argument shows that for every A”-invariant maximal P”-non- 
positive subspace N the sum N+ M is maximal P-nonpositive (and cleady 
A-invariant). So it is sufficient to find a continuum of A”-invariant maximal 
P”-nonpositive subspaces. Assuming p, > p,, in both cases a continuum is 
given by 
ep,-p,+z  eem,+2y...,epl-pz+me+ ee ,+J, 14 = 1. 
In fact the subspaces N(B) are P”-neutral. w 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be H-self-adjoint, and suppose that (A, H) 
satisfks the sign condition. Further axwne that the signs corresponding to 
odd partial multiplicities at real eigenvalues are all equal to + 1 ( - 1). Then 
any A-invariant maximal H-rwnpositive (H-twnnegative) subspace is H-wu- 
tral. 
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Proof, We only prove the statement on A-invariant maximal H-nonposi- 
tive subspaces. Let N be such a subspace. It suffices (cf. Proposition 2.3 and 
[19,Proposition 2.21) to consider the cases a( A) = { h }, X E R, and a( A) = 
(X,X},X~Ronly.InthefirstcaseN=(NnMh)i[H(Nn7Mh)]‘,where 
M, is the spectral subspace of A corresponding to { A }. Clearly N is H-neutral. 
In the second case, let {A, H) = (I, P,,) be in canonical form, i.e., 
where Pi is the m, X mi sip matrix and .si = + 1. Put pi = [ mi/2]. Since (A, H) 
satisfies the sign condition and the signs corresponding to odd blocks are + 1, 
it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that 
Here eij are as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. Using (1.3), one obtains that N is 
H-neutral. n 
Under the assumption of the previous corollary an A-invariant maximal 
H-nonpositive subspace M is A-invariant H-neutral. Moreover, in the class of 
all A-invariant H-neutral subspaces, M has maximal dimension. In particular, 
if a( A)n R = 0, then the classes of all A-invariant maximal H-nonpositive 
subspaces and of all A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces coincide, 
and every such subspace M is hypermaximal H-neutral, i.e., HM = M I. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A be H-selfadjoint, and suppose (A, H) satisfies 
the sign condition. Further assume that all partial multiplicities at real 
eigenvalues of A are even. Then a subspace M is A-invariant maximal 
H-nonnegative (or maximal H-nonpositive) if and only if M is A-invariant 
hypermaximal H-neutral. 
Proof, Let M be A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative. By the previous 
corollary M is H-neutral. Hence M is also an H-nonpositive subspace. Using 
Proposition 2.1 one sees that M is maximal H-nonpositive, and hence hyper- 
maximal H-neutral. n 
We return to Theorem 2.2. Let A be Hself-adjoint, and assume that 
(A, H) satisfies the sign condition. For every A-invariant subspace N, such 
that a(Al,+ ) lies in the open upper half plane, denote by Q+(A, H, N, ) 
[Q-CA H, N, >I th e unique A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative [ H-nonposi- 
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tive] subspace such that 
Qi(A,H,N+)nM+ =N+, i=+, -. 
Here M, denotes the spectral subspace of A corresponding to its eigenvalues 
in the open upper half plane. Denote by %,, the set of all triples (A, H, N, ) 
where A is an H-self-adjoint n x n matrix, the pair (A, H) satisfies the sign 
condition, and N, is an A-invariant subspace such that a( A],+ ) lies in the 
open upper half plane. Thus we have the maps Qi : %,, + Yn, i = + , - , 
where Y” is the set of all subspaces in C”. Note that Theorem 2.2 guarantees 
that both Q, and Q_ are well-defined maps. 
In order to study continuity of the maps Q+ and Q_ we have to introduce 
a metric in the set Yn. For subspaces M and N in C n the gap between M and 
N is defined as gap( M, N) = llPM - P,((, where Phf ( PN) is the orthogonal 
projection on M (N). The gap metric makes Yn into a compact complete 
metric space (see [2,5, 7, 141 for more details). The following characterization 
of convergence in the gap metric is very useful. Let M,, m = 1,2,. . . , be a 
sequence of subspaces in C n such that gap( M,, N) + 0 as m --, 00 for some 
fixed subspace N in C “. Then x E N if and only if there is a sequence of x m, 
m=12 , ,***, such that x, E M, for all m and x, + x as m + 00. 
The set Sn defined above, has a natural topology as a subset of C ” Xn x 
c nxn x Y,, where Cnx” is the set of all n X n matrices and 9, is equipped 
with the gap metric. 
THEOREM 2.7. The maps Q+ and Q_ are continuous. 
Proof. Assume (A,,, , H,, N,,, + ) is a sequence in ‘%,, converging to 
(A, H, N, ) in %“. Set 
By passing to a subsequence we may assume that M,, + L in gap. We claim 
that (1) L is H-nonnegative; (2) L is A-invariant; (3) dim L is equal to the 
number of positive eigenvalues of H, i.e., L is maximal H-nonnegative; and (4) 
L n M, = N, . Here M, denotes the spectral subspace of A corresponding to 
its eigenvalues in the open upper half plane. The analogous ubspace for A,, 
will be denoted by M,, . Indeed, to check (1) let x E L and choose a 
sequence X, E M, such that x,, + X. Then (Hmx,, x,) + (Hx, x). Since 
(H,%lV r,)>,O,itfollowsthat(Hx,x)>,O. 
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To show that L is A-invariant, choose x E L and x,, E M,, with x,,, + x. 
Since A,,, + A, it follows that A,,x,, + Ax. Now A,,,x”, E M,, -+ L in gap 
metric; hence Ax E L. 
The dimension of L is equal to dim M,, for large m. The dimension of M,,, 
equals the number of positive eigenvalues of H,,, which in turn equals the 
number of positive eigenvalues of H for large m. This proves (3). 
It remains to check (4). Note that M, is the limit in gap of a sequence of 
spectral subspaces Mi,+ c M,, + of A,,. Let pnl + (P, ) be the spectral 
projection of A, (A) on A,,+ (M, ). Then p”),,+ --, P,. Choose x E L n M, , 
a sequence E M, with x,, x. Then x,,, -+ P, x = since x E 
N, . Conversely, choose x E N, and a sequence x,, E N,,, with 
x,, -+x. Since x,, EN,,,, c M,,, we get x E L. Also x E N, c M + . Hence 
N, c L n M, . This shows (4). 
By Theorem 2.2 it follows from (l)-(4) that Q+(A, H, N, ) = L, which 
shows that Q+ is continuous. In the same way one shows that Q_ is 
continuous. n 
3. STABILITY AND LIPSCHITZ STABILITY FOR GENERAL CLASSES 
OF SUBSPACES 
In this section we shall present some general results on stability of 
invariant subspaces in the framework of H-self-adjoint matrices. These results 
allow us to treat various notions of stability from a unified point of view. 
We start by recalling the basic definitions introduced in Section 3 of [19]. 
Let %?e be the set of pairs (A, H) such that H = H* is invertible and A is 
H-selfadjoint. Let 55’ c VO, and suppose that for every pair (A, H) E %? a
nonempty set X(A, H) of A-invariant subspaces is given. Put X = 
{~(A,H)~(A,H)~~}.AsubspaceM~~(A,H)iscalled(~,~)-stabZe 
if, given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for every (A’, H') E W with 
(IA - A’I( + IIH - H'I( < 6 there exists a subspace M' E .%(A', H') for which 
gap( M,M')< E. 
To state the main results about (%, X)-stability we need certain assump- 
tions on (9, X). Everywhere in the sequel we shall assume that (U, X) is 
closed under unitary similarity, i.e., if (A, H)E%, MeT(A,H), and S is 
invertible, then (S’AS, S*HS)EW and S-'MEX(S-lAS,S*HS). The pair 
(V, X) is called hereditary if the following holds: (A, H) E 59 and M E 
X(A,H) if and only if (A],, P,HI,)E %‘and M n REX(AI,,P,HI,) for 
every spectral subspace R of A corresponding either to a real eigenvalue of A 
or to a pair of nonreal conjugate eigenvalues. Here PH is the orthogonal 
projection on R, and the restrictions A], and H IR are considered as matrices 
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in some orthonormal basis in R [as (‘8, Z) is closed under unitary similarity, 
the statement (A(, , PR HJR ) E Wdoes not depend on the choice of this basis]. 
Many important classes of subspaces fall into the framework of hereditary 
pairs. For instance, taking V = W0 and x(A, H) to be the set of all A- 
invariant maximal H-nonnegative (or H-nonpositive) subspaces, we obtain a 
hereditary pair (Proposition 2.3). Another example of a hereditary pair which 
we shall encounter later is obtained by taking x( A, H) to be the set of all 
A-invariant hypermaximal neutral subspaces and % = {(A, H) E 
%O,I(A,H)+@}. 
The following result was proved in [ 191 (see [ 19, Theorem 3.11). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (‘27, X) be hereditary. Then M EZ(A, H) is 
(U, X)-stable if and only if for evey spectral subspace R of A corresponding 
either to a real eigenvalue or to a pair of nonreal conjugate eigenvalues, the 
subspace M (7 R E X(AIR, PRHIR) is (%‘, .X)-stable. 
For numerical purposes it is often desirable to consider a stronger form of 
stability, namely that of Lipschitz stability (cf. [13, Section 4.71). A subspace 
M E X( A, H ), where (A, H) E %7 is called Lipschitx (9, Z?)-stable if there 
exist positive constants 4 and K such that for every (A’, H’) E Vwith )I A - A’JI 
+ IJH - H’lj < 17 there exists a subspace M’ E X( A’, H’) for which 
gap( M, M’) d K( [IA - A’/[ + )I H - H’II). Evidently, a Lipschitz (%, x)-stable 
subspace is (%?, x>stable (the converse is not true in general; see Theorems 
4.1 and 4.2 in the next section). As noted in [ 191, Theorem 3.1 remains true if 
“( %?, Y)-stable” is replaced by “Lipschitz (%‘, x)-stable.” 
A subspace M E X(A, H) is called (9, X)-stable with fixed inner prod- 
uct if, given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for every pair (A’, H) E 5% 
with [IA - A’11 < S there exists an M’ E %-(A’, H) for which gap(M, M’) < E. 
In other words: a subspace is stable with fixed inner product if it is stable 
under perturbations of A only. Again, Theorem 3.1 remains true if “(W, .K)- 
stable” is replaced by “(%?, x)-stable with fixed inner product” (see [19]). 
Note that if M is (U, xkstable, then M is certainly (W, X)-stable with 
fixed inner product. The next theorem shows that the converse is also true. 
THEOREM 3.2. A subspace M E X( A, H) is (S’, X)-stable if and only if 
it is (V, X)-stable with fixed inner product. 
Proof. Suppose M is (U, xkstable with fixed inner product, but M is 
not (+?, x kstable. Then one can choose a sequence (A,, , H,, ) E W, m = 
1,2,..., converging to (A, H) such that for all M, E X( A m, H,, ) we have 
gap( M, M,,) > E, where E > 0 is fixed. Since H,,, m = 1,2,. . . , and H are 
invertible hermitian matrices of the same order, and H,, -j H as m + 00, it is 
not difficult to see (using, for example, Lagrange’s algorithm for the reduction 
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of a bilinear form to the sum of squares; see e.g. [15]) that there exists a 
sequence of matrices S, + Z such that S,*H,S, = H for m large enough. Then 
S,T ‘A,,,$,, --, A as m + 00, and so (Sk ‘A,$,,, H) is a sequence in %converg- 
ing to (A, H). As M is (9, x)-stable with fixed inner product, there exist 
subspaces Mh E X(S; ‘A,S,, H), m = 1,2, ,. . , such that gap( MA,, M) + 0. 
Put M, = S,,, MA; then M, E X( A,,, , H,, ), and as S,,, + I, we have 
gap(M,,,M;)+Oasm-,co.Hence 
gap(M,,,M)ggap(M,,,M:,)+gap(M,:,,M)~O (m-+oo). 
This is a contradiction with the assumption that M is not (%‘, x)-stable. n 
The general result of Theorem 3.2 has been reflected in Theorem 4.6 in 
[19] [for the particular case when 9 = v0 and _%‘-( A, H) consists of all 
A-invariant H-neutral subspaces]. Another particular case of Theorem 3.2 can 
be found in [8, Theorem 11.2.11 [where V = qO, and .%?(A, H) consists of the 
spectral subspace of A corresponding to its nonreal eigenvalues; so y( A, H ) 
= ((0)) if and only if a(A)c R]. 
The pair (%, ,X) is called continuous if, whenever (A,,, , H,, ) E 5% and 
M,,,~3tr(A”,,H,,),m=1,2,..., aresequencessuchthat(A,,,H,,,)+(A,H) 
E Vand M,, + M (m -+ co) for some subspace M, then M E X( A, H). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (9, X) be continuous, and let (A, H) E 9 be such 
that X( A, H) consists of a single element M. Then M is (%‘, X)-stable. 
Proof. Suppose M is not (U, %-)-stable. Then there exists E > 0 and a 
sequence (A,,, H,)E%, m=l,2,..., with (A,,, H,,)-+(A, H) such that 
gap(M,,, M) > E for every M,, E X(A,,, H,,). Choose an element M,,, E 
X( A,,, H,,) for every m. Since the set of subspaces is compact, there exists a 
converging subsequence M,k -+ L, for some subspace L. By continuity of 
(%, x) we have L E X( A, H). Hence L = M, so Mmk + M. This contradicts 
the inequality gap(M,_, M) > E for every M,,I E X( A,,I, H,,k). l 
In the proof of Theorem 2.7 it was shown that (wO, X+ ), where x+ (A, H) 
is the set of all A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces, is continuous. 
4. STABILITY OF INVARIANT MAXIMAL SEMIDEFINITE 
SUBSPACES 
The aim of this section is to study stability properties of invariant maximal 
semidefinite subspaces. We shall focus on invariant maximal nonnegative 
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subspaces; the results for invariant maximal nonpositive subspaces are analo- 
gous. 
Let A be H-self-adjoint, and let M be an A-invariant maximal H-nonnega- 
tive subspace. The subspace M will be called stably maximal nonnegative if 
for every E > 0 one can find S > 0 such that for every pair (A’, H’), where A’ 
is H’self-adjoint and ]]A - A’]]+ 1) H - H’JJ < 6, there exists an A-invariant 
maximal H’-nonnegative subspace M’ with gap( M, M’) < E. Thus in the 
language of the previous section the subspace M is (%a, X+ )-stable, where 
X+ (A, H) is the set of all A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces. The 
following theorem describes existence and structure of stably maximal non- 
negative subspaces. Here and in the rest of the paper R,(A) denotes the 
spectral subspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalue h. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be H-selfadjoint. Then there exists on A-invariant 
maximal H-nonnegative subspace which is stably maximal nonnegative if and 
only if (A, H) satisfies the sign condition. 
In this case, an A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace M is stably 
maximal nonnegative if and only if for every rwnreal eigenvalue h of A with 
dimKer(A - A) > 1 the subspace M n Rh( A) is either (0) or R,(A). 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1 applied to the class of A-invariant maximal 
H-nonnegative subspaces, it follows that we have to consider only two cases: 
o(A)=(X), HEW, and a(A)= {A,X}, h@R. In the second case a sub- 
space M is stably maximal nonnegative if and only if M is stably neutral (in 
the sense of [19]) and dim M = T$ size A. From Theorem 4.1 in [ 191 it follows 
that there exists a stably neutral subspace M with dim M = &size A, and, 
moreover, the same theorem shows that all such subspaces can be described 
as in the last part of the theorem. 
It remains to consider the first case. Suppose (A, H) satisfies the sign 
condition. According to Theorem 2.2 there exists a unique A-invariant maxi- 
mal H-nonnegative subspace M. Since (%?a, X+ ) is continuous (cf. the last 
paragraph of Section 3), we can apply Theorem 3.3 to show that M is stably 
maximal nonnegative. 
Conversely, suppose (A, H) does not satisfy the sign condition, and 
assume there exists an A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace M which 
is stably maximal nonnegative. We can take (A, H) in canonical form: 
where J1 is the Jordan block of size m, with eigenvalue h, and Pi is the mi X m, 
sip matrix. Without loss of generality we may assume h = 0. Consider the 
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following perturbation of J: 
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I’= (11 + V!Z,,,,)@ . . . @(Jr + V,Z”J 
where v,,..., v, are different small positive numbers. Then J’ is %,-self-ad- 
joint, and there exists a Y-invariant maximal P,,-nonnegative subspace M' 
such that gap(M’, M) -+ 0 as max{ vl,. . . , v,} 0. subspace M' 
sarily the M'= M; where M( is Ii-invariant and 
maximal Pi-nonnegative. Hence (letting vi + 0, i = 1,. . . , T) also 
M=M,i ... iM,, (4.1) 
where M, is J-invariant and maximal Pi-nonnegative. (Note that such sub- 
spaces Mi are unique and can be obtained from Theorem 2.2.) 
Since the sign condition is not satisfied, we can assume that one of the 
following holds: (1) the sizes of _/i and Js are even and E,E~ = - 1; (2) the sizes 
of Ji and J2 are odd and &is2 = - 1. For definiteness assume that m, > mn. (In 
case m, = m2 the changes in the argument below will be indicated.) Consider 
the following perturbation K(p) of K = Ji + J2, where p > 0 is small: 
K(p)=K+ 
/-4,,,+z 0 -Z 0 
0 PZ 
P?-PI 
0 0 
Z 0 PL, - Z 0 
0 0 0 &J-P, 
(4.2) 
Here Z is the m, x m, matrix whose entries are zeros except for the entry in 
the left lower comer, which is pc1; and pi = [&mi] for i = 1,2. If ml = m2 then 
p, = p,, and in that case the second and fourth block row and block column 
in the matrix in (4.2) are omitted. An easy computation shows that K(p) is 
Q-self-adjoint, where Q = ~iPi@esPs (here it is crucial that e,es = - 1). 
Moreover, ~(K(P)) = {P 1, and dim Ker(p - K(p)) = 1. In particular, 
(K(p), Q) satisfies the sign condition. Consequently there exists a unique 
K(p)-invariant maximal Qnonnegative subspace M(p) (see Theorem 2.2). It 
is easily checked that 
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Note that M(p) does not depend on CL. Now consider K(~)@Js@ . * - @.Jr = 
J’(p). Then Y(p) is I’,,-self-adjoint. Since M is stably maximal nonnegative, 
there exists a J’(p)-invariant maximal I’,,-nonnegative subspace M’(p) such 
that M’(p) + M. In particular, M’(p) contains M(p). Since M(p) is indepen- 
dent of CL, we obtain M(p) C M. However, this contradicts the decomposition 
(4.1), because e,, + e2m,+p,_p, 4 M, i . . . i M,, with Mi as in (4.1). Here it 
is used that 
Mi = span{ em,+... +m,_,+I,-4ml+ ...+mi_,+P,}t 
where pi = [&]. So there cannot exist a stably maximal nonnegative sub- 
space if the sign condition is violated. n 
Next we consider Lipschitz stability. Let A be H-self-adjoint. An A- 
invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace M is called Lipschitz stably maxi- 
mal nonnegative if there exist positive constants 11 and K such that for every 
pair (A’, H’), where A’ is H’-self-adjoint and 11 A - A’/[ + 11 H - H’ll < 11, there 
exists an A’-invariant maximal H’-nonnegative subspace M’ with 
gap(M, M’) < ~(llA - A’ll+ IlH- WI). 
The following theorem describes such subspaces. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be H-self?zdjoint. Then there exists an A-inuariant 
maximal H-nonnegatiue subspace which is Lipschitz stably maximal non- 
negative if and only if (A, H) satisfies the sign condition and the partial 
multiplicities of the real eigenualues of A are all equal to one. In this ca.se an 
A-inuariant maximal H-nonnegatiue subspace M is Lipschitz stably maximal 
nonnegative if and only if for every rwnreal eigenualue X of A we have either 
M~R,(A)=(O)CTM~R,(A)=R,(A). 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.2 there exists a Lipschitz stably maximal 
nonnegative subspace for (A, M) if and only if for each real eigenvalue X of 
A the quadratic form (Hx, x) is either positive definite or negative definite on 
Ker( XI - A). This can be easily verified using Theorem 1.1. 
Before we prove Theorem 4.2 we insert a lemma which will also be useful 
in the sequel. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I be a k X k Jordan block (k > l), and let M be the 
p-dimensional l-invariant subspace (1 d p < k). Then euey pdimen.sionul 
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satisfies the inequality gap( M, N) > [EI~/~, for E close enough to 0. 
The lemma was established in the proof of Theorem 4.7 in [13]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First suppose M is Lipschitz stably maximal 
nonnegative. In particular, M is stably maximal nonnegative, and it follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that (A, H) satisfies the sign condition. Let us show that 
the real eigenvalues of A are simple. Suppose the contrary, and let A have a 
Jordan block of size k > 1 corresponding to X E R. By the Lipschitz analogue 
of Theorem 3.1 we may assume a( A) = { h } a Let (A, H ) be in the canonical 
form: 
A=./=./,@ ... @I,, H = P,, = E~P~CB . . . $e,P,, 
where J, is the mi x m, Jordan block with eigenvalue X, and ml = k > 1. As 
the sign condition is satisfied, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that M = M, 
+ . . . i M,, where Mi is J-invariant and where dim M, = f m if mi is even 
and dim Mi = 4 ( mi + &i ) if mi is odd. Consider the following perturbation of 
A: 
As application of Lemma 4.3, with p = km, = 4 k if k is even and p = $( ml + 
Ed) = &(k + el) if k is odd, shows that M cannot be Lipschitz stable. Hence the 
real eigenvalues of A have partial multiplicities equal to 1. 
Assume now that (A, H) satisfies the sign condition and the partial 
multiplicities of A at real eigenvalues are all equal to one. We have to describe 
all Lipschitz stably maximal nonnegative subspaces. Again, it suffices to 
considertwocases:a(A)={h},A~[W,anda(A)={h,h},h~IW.Thefirst 
case is trivial, because in this case the A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative 
subspace M is either (0) or C ” (n is the order of A), according as the signs 
corresponding to h in the sign characteristic of (A, H) are - 1 or + 1. In both 
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cases M is easily seen to be Lipschitz stably maximal nonnegative, since the 
dimension of a maximal nonnegative subspace is stable under small perturba- 
tions of H. If a(A)={A,X} with X nonreal, then the invariant maximal 
nonnegative subspaces coincide with the invariant neutral subspace of di- 
mension i(order of A) (Corollary 2.6). It remains to apply Theorem 6.1 in 
WI- n 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that an A-invariant maximal H-nonnega- 
tive subspace M is Lipschitz stably maximal nonnegative if and only if M is 
spectral. The number of Lipschitz stably maximal nonnegative subspaces (if 
they exist at all) is 2k, where k is the number of different eigenvalues of A in 
the open upper half plane. 
For a general matrix X, an X-invariant subspace is stable if and only if it is 
isolated in the set of all X-invariant subspaces (see [2], [4], and the references 
given there). It turns out that an analogous result holds also in the framework 
of invariant maximal nonnegative subspaces. An A-invariant maximal H-non- 
negative subspace M is called mn-isolated if there exists a neighborhood of M 
(in the gap metric) which does not contain other A-invariant maximal 
H-nonnegative subspaces. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be H-self&joint, and let M be an A&variant 
maximal H-nonnegative subspace. Then M is stably maximal nonnegative if 
and only if (A, H) satisfies the sign condition and M i.s mn-isolated. 
Proof. First note that if M is stably maximal nonnegative with respect to 
(A, H), then (A, H) satisfies the sign condition (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
From Proposition 2.3 it is clear that M is mn-isolated with respect to 
(A, H) if and only if M f~ R is mn-isolated with respect to (AIR, P,HI,) for 
every spectral subspace R of A corresponding either to a real eigenvalue or to 
a pair of nonreal conjugate eigenvalues. Here PR denotes the orthogonal 
projection on R. It follows (using Theorem 3.1 applied to the class of 
A-invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspaces) that we may assume that 
eithera(A)={X},X~R,ora(A)={h,~},A~R. 
The case a(A)=(h) is trivial, because by Theorem 2.2 (taking into 
account that (A, H) satisfies the sign condition) there exists a unique A- 
invariant maximal H-nonnegative subspace. Obviously this subspace is mn-iso- 
lated. In view of Theorem 4.1 it is also stably maximal nonnegative. 
In the case u(A)= {A,X}, AElR, suppose h lies in the open upper half 
plane. It follows from Theorem 2.7 that the subspace M is mn-isolated with 
respect to (A, H) if and only if M f~ R,(A) is isolated in the set of all 
A-invariant subspaces N such that a( AIN) C { h }. By [2, Section 81 (see also 
[4]) this happens if and only if M n R,(A) it either (0) or R,(A) whenever 
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dimKer(A - A) > 1. Since M is maximal nonnegative it follows from the 
description of such subspaces given in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that in this 
case M n R-,(A) is R-,(A) or (0), respectively, whenever dimKer(> - A) 
[ = dimKer(X - A)] > 1. B y comparing this with Theorem 4.1, we get the 
corollary. W 
5. STABILITY OF INVARIANT HYPERMAXIMAL NEUTRAL 
SUBSPACES 
In this section we study invariant hypermaximal neutral subspaces. The 
next theorem describes when such subspaces exist. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be H-selfadjoint. Then there exists an A-invariant 
hypermaximul H-neutral subspace if and only if for every real eigenvalue h of 
A the number of odd partial multi@icities corresponding to h with sign + 1 is 
equal to the number of odd partial multiplicities corresponding to A with sign 
- 1. In particular, in that case the total number of odd partial multiplicities 
corresponding to X is even. 
Proof. Suppose M is an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. 
Let X be a real eigenvalue of A, and let R = R,(A) be the spectral subspace 
of A corresponding to h. According to Proposition 2.2 the subspace M n R is 
A(,-invariant hypermaximal PR H (,-neutral, where PR is the orthogonal pro- 
jection on R. If we apply the remark after Proposition 2.1 to (A Is, PR H ] s ), 
we get the desired result. 
Conversely, suppose the conditions are satisfied. According to Proposition 
2.3 it suffices to show that for every spectral subspace R of A corresponding 
either to a real eigenvalue or to a pair of nonreal conjugate eigenvalues, there 
exists an AIR-invariant hypermaximal PR H I s-neutral subspace. So in fact we 
can reduce to the cases a(A)= {A,X}, AEW, and a(A)= {h}, heR. The 
first case is easy: just take M = R,,(A). In the second case let (A, H) be in 
canonical form (J, PE,), and assume the Jordan blocks in 1 are ordered as 
follows: 
(5.1) 
where J, is a Jordan block of order mi = 2p, for i = 1,. . . ,s, and of order 
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mi = 2pi + 1 for i = s + l,..., s +2k, and moreover, E,+(~~_~)= + 1, E,+~~ =
-1 for i=l,..., k. Let eij be the vector with 1 in the (ml + . . * + mi_l + 
j )th coordinate and zeros elsewhere. Put Ni = span{ ei 1,. . . , ei pi } . M 
TV,+ iN,iM,+,i...iMs+k,where 
is J-invariant hypermaximal PE,-neutral. n 
Let V,, be the set of all pairs (A, H) in %$ such that there exists an 
A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. Such a subspace M is called 
stably hypennaximal neutral if, given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for 
every pair (A’, H’) in V, with (IA - A’[(+ ((H - H’(( < 6 there exists an 
A’-invariant hypermaximal H’-neutral subspace M’ with gap(M, M’) < E. In 
other words, an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace is stably hy- 
permaximal neutral if and only if it is (Vh, X,,)-stable, where X,, = 
{ Xh(A, H)((A, H)E Vh) and Xh(A, H) is the set of all A-invariant hyper- 
maximal H-neutral subspaces. 
The next theorem (which coincides with Theorem 0.2) describes stably 
hypermaximal neutral subspaces. Recall that R,(A) stands for the spectral 
subspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalue X. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be H-selfudjoint. Then there exists an A-invariant 
hypennuximul H-neutral subspace which is stably hypermuximal neutral if 
and only if the partial multiplicities of A corresponding to its real eigenvalues 
are all even and (A, H) satisfies the sign condition. 
In this case an A-invariant hypeTmaxirnu1 H-neutral subspace M is stably 
hypermaximal neutral if and only if for each nonreal h with dim Ker( h - A) 
>l wehaveeitherMnR,(A)=(O)urR,(A)cM. 
Proof. Observe that in view of Theorem 3.1 we have to consider only the 
casesa( {h},h~W,ando(A)={X,X},AER.Thesecondcasecanbe 
handled in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Now consider the first case. Assume the conditions in the theorem are 
satisfied, i.e., the partial multiplicities of A are all even, and the signs in the 
sign characteristic of (A, H) are all the same. By Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 
2.6 there exists a unique A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace M. It 
is easily seen that (S’,,, X,,) is a continuous pair. Now Theorem 3.3 ensures 
that M is stably hypermaximal neutral. 
Conversely, let M be an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace 
which is stably hypermaximal neutral. Without loss of generality assume that 
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a(A) = {0}, and that (A, H) is in canonical form (J, PE,), where J and P,, are 
as in (5.1). 
Let17 l’“.,~s,Vs+l~*“) qls + k be different small, positive numbers. Consider 
the following perturbation of I: 
Note that J’ is P,,-self-adjoint, and by Theorem 5.1 there exists a r-invariant 
hypermaximal P,,-neutral subspace, i.e., (?, P,,) E V,. Since M is stably 
hypermaximal neutral, there exists a Y-invariant hypermaximal PC,-neutral 
subspace M’ close to M, provided the qj’s are small enough. Since 
ql>**., 4,+2k are different eigenvalues for J’, the space M’ has the following 
structure: 
M'= M;i ... i M;+k, 
where Mi is a Jj-invariant subspace with dim M( = pj for j = 1,. . . ,s, and 
MJ+j is a (Js+zj-1@Js+zj )-invariant 
P s+zj+l for j=l,... 
subspace with dim Mb+ j = ps + 2 ._ 1 + 
k. Consequently, by taking qj + 0, j = 1,. . . , s + Ic , we 
obtain that M has an analogous structure 
M=M,i em. /Ms+k, (54 
where for j = l,..., 
j=l 
s the subspace Mj is Jj-invariant with dim M = pi, and for 
,...,k the subspace Ms+j is (Js+zj_l@j,+,j>invariant ult 4 dim M,+j = 
p s+Zj-1 + ps+Zj + la 
First we shall show that the signs corresponding to the blocks of even 
order are all equal. Suppose the contrary, and assume that the signs corre- 
sponding to J1 and Jz are opposite. Now apply the same argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 to arrive at a contradiction. 
Next we show that there are actually no blocks of odd order. Suppose 
there are. For simplicity let J = J1@ .&, where J1 and Jz are Jordan blocks of 
order mi = 2pi + 1 (i = 1,2), and E~E~ = - 1. We assume aIso ml G m2 (in case 
m, > m2, reverse the order of the blocks). Now apply the perturbation (4.2) 
with K replaced by J. The same argument as was used there shows that the 
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only possibly stably hypermaxirnal neutral subspace M with respect to Ji@ 
IZ, .QP,@E,P, is given by (4.3), i.e., 
M= span{ e,,+l,...,em,+pz-p,~el + em,+p2-p,+1~...~ 
enI, + %m,+pz-pl } ~~1~~2)~ 
M=span{el+e,,+l,...,e,l+eZ,,} (mi=ms). (5.3) 
Next, apply another perturbation to I: 
where 7 > 0 is close to zero. Clearly J(q) is P,,-self-adjoint. From Theorem 5.1 
one sees that (J(q), P,,) E V,,. Every J( rl)-invariant hypermaximal P,,-neutral 
subspace M' has the form M'= M'(q)/M'(O) where M'(q) [M'(O)] is J(q) 
],-invariant and hypermaximal Ps PJR-neutral with R = R,,( .I( 7)) [R = 
R,(J(q))]. Since Ker(l(q) - 7) = span{ei}, it follows that M'(q) = 
spm{e,,..., e,, }. Hence every J( q)-invariant hypermaximal P,,-neutral sub- 
space contains span{ e,, . . . , ep, }. Since M is stably hypermaximal neutral, we 
obtain (by letting 9 + 0) that e, E M. But this contradicts the fact that M is 
given by (5.3). Theorem 5.2 is proved. W 
Note that if (A, H) E v,, satisfies the sign condition, then according to 
Theorem 5.1 the partial multiplicities of A at its real eigenvalues are all even. 
Hence, if (A, H) E W,,, then there exists a stably hypermaximal neutral 
subspace with respect to (A, H) if and only if (A, H) satisfies the sign 
condition. 
It is not difficult to see that if the pair (A, H) has a stably hypermaximal 
neutral subspace, then the number of such subspaces is exactly r(hi)r(hs) 
‘**r(hk),whereh,,..., A, are ah the eigenvalues of A in the open upper half 
plane,andwhere~(h~)=2ifdimKer(A, - A)> landr(hi)= l+dimR,,(A) 
if dimKer(A, - A) = 1. 
The following subsets of %?,, are of interest for applications (see [7, 
Theorem 12.81, [18, Proposition 4.21, and [21, Theorem 41): 
We: the set of ah (A, H) E V,, such that the partial multiplicities of A 
corresponding to its real eigenvalues are all even; 
VeS: the set of all (A, H) E 'i9, for which the sign condition holds; 
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59 e* : the set of all (A, H) E We such that A is invertible, and all signs in 
the sign characteristic of (A, H) corresponding to negative (positive) eigen- 
values are - 1 ( + 1); 
FE+ : the set of all (A, H) E Ve such that all signs in the sign characteristic 
of (A, H) are + 1. 
Note that Ve+ and ‘iR, k are contained in %?_. Note also that Fe,, is exactly the 
class of those pairs (A, H) for which there exist a stably hypermaximal neutral 
subspace. 
Let (A, H) E Wi (i = e, es, e k, e + ). An A-invariant hypermaximal H-neu- 
tral subspace M is called stably hypermaximal neutral under perturbations in 
qi [or, for short, (i )-stably hypermuximal neutral] if M is ( gi, X)-stable, 
where X = { X,( A, H) 1 (A, H) E Vi } I It turns out that such subspaces are 
just the stably hypermaximal neutral ones: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (A, H) E qi (i = e, es, e t_ , e + ), and let M be an 
A-invariant hypermuximul H-neutral subspace. Then M is (iFstably hyper- 
maximal neutral if and only if M is stably hypennaximul neutral. In 
particular, Theorem 5.2 gives the description of all (i)-stably hypermuximul 
neutral subspaces. 
ProojT It is easy to see that the pair (Vi, 4) is hereditary. So Theorem 
3.1 applies. Hence it suffices to consider the two cases a( A) = { h }, h E R, 
and a( A) = { X, x }, A 6C W . The second case is trivial, since in this case every 
pair (A’, H’) E VO sufficiently close to (A, H) is in each of the classes qi 
(i = h, e, es, e + , e + ). 
So we focus on the first case. If i = es, e +, e + , then according to 
Theorem 2.2 there exists a unique A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral sub- 
space M. One checks easily that the pairs (Vi, Xi), i = es, e f , e + , are 
continuous. Now from Theorem 3.3 we obtain that M is both stably hyper- 
maximal neutral and (i Fstably hypermaximal neutral. 
Consider the remaining case, i = e. Suppose M is stably hypermaximal 
neutral. As %‘e c Sfh and Xe(B, G) = Xh(B, G) for all (B, G) E Fe,, it follows 
immediately that M is (e )-stably hypermaximal neutral. Conversely, assume M 
is (e>stably hypermaximal neutral. From the proof of Theorem 5.2 it is seen 
that (A, H) satisfies the sign condition. (Note that the perturbations used 
there [see (4.2)] are indeed in Ve.) Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.6 ensure that 
there is a unique A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace, which neces- 
sarily coincides with M, and is stably hypermaximal neutral by Theorem 5.2. 
n 
Next we consider Lipschitz stability. Let (A, H) E Wi (i = h, e, es, e k , 
e + ), and let M be an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. The 
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subspace M is called Lips&i& (i )-stably hypermaximal neutral if it is Lipschitz 
(gi, &)-stable. The next theorem describes Lips&z stably hypermaximal 
neutral subspaces. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be H-self&joint. Then there exists an A-invariant 
h ypermuximal H-neutral subspace M which is Lipschitz ( i >stably h ypermuxi- 
ma1 neutral if and only if A has 120 real eigenvalues. In this case M is 
Lipschitz (i)-stably hypermaximul neutral if and only if a(Al,) does not 
contain any pair of complex conjugate numbers. 
Proof. By the Lipschitz analogue of Theorem 3.1 we can assume that 
either a(A)= {X}, XEW, ora(A)={h,X}, AER. Considerthe first case. 
We have to show that there exists no Lipschitz (i)-stably hypermaximal 
subspace. Suppose there is such a subspace M. As M is, in particular, 
(i )-stably hypermaximal neutral, we know from Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 that the 
partial multiplicities of A are even and (A, H) satisfies the sign condition. We 
can assume (A, H) is in canonical form: A = Jr@ - . . @.I,, H = +(I’,@ * . . $ 
I’,), where Ji is a Jordan block of order mi and I’, is the mi x mi sip matrix. 
Then M = M, i . . - i M,, where Mi is the .&-invariant subspace of dimension 
$mi (i=l,..., T). Consider the matrix 
where E < 0 is close to zero. It is easy to see that A(E) is H-self-adjoint and 
u(_I,+E[S~_~ k_,]&l)nw =0. (Here it is essential that m, is even and 
E < 0.) So (A( E), k) E Vi. Now Lemma 4.3 shows that M is not Lipschitz 
(i )-stably hypermaximal neutral. 
The second case can be handled in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. n 
Stably hypermaximal neutral invariant subspaces may also be described in 
terms of isolated ones. Let (A, H) E Vh. We say that an A-invariant hyper- 
maximal H-neutral subspace M is h-isolated if there is no other A-invariant 
hypermaximal H-neutral subspace in a neighborhood of M. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let (A, H) E Vi (i = h, e, es, e f , e + ), and suppose 
that there exists an (i )-stably hypennuximul neutral subspace in X,( A, H). 
Then an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace M is (iFstably hyper- 
maximal neutral if and only if M is h-isolated. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Corollary 4.4. n 
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6. STABILITY OF THE SIGN CONDITION AND OF STABLE 
INVARIANT MAXIMAL SEMIDEFINITE SUBSPACES 
The property of having a stably maximal nonnegative invariant subspace 
is in general not stable, i.e., it may happen that an H-self-adjoint matrix A has 
an A-invariant stably maximal H-nonnegative subspace, while on the other 
hand there exists a Gself-adjoint matrix B, with (B, G) arbitrary close to 
(A, H), such that B does not have an invariant stably maximal Gnonnegative 
subspace. The presence of this form of instability stems from the fact that the 
sign condition is not stable. 
EXWPLE 6.1. Let 
where E is real. It is easily seen that A(E) is H(s)-selfadjoint. The pair 
(A(O), H(O)) b o viously satisfies the sign condition, and hence there exists an 
A(O)-invariant maximal H(O>nonnegative subspace which is stably maximal 
nonnegative. However, for E # 0 the pair (A(E), H(E)) does not satisfy the sign 
condition. Indeed, Ker A( .s) = span{ es, e, - se2 } and 
(H(e)e3, es> =E, (H(e)(e, - EeZ)r(el - Ee2)) = - E 
and 
(H(e)e,,(e,-EeZ))=(H(&)(el-&eZ),e3) =O. 
Hence the sign characteristic of (A( E), H(e)) corresponding to the eigenvalue 
0 consists of one + 1 and one - 1 (E # 0). Thus by Theorem 4.1 there is no 
A( .s>invariant maximal H(s>nonnegative subspace which is stably maximal 
nonnegative for E # 0. 
For hypermaximal neutral subspaces we shall prove the following positive 
result. Recall that %‘,, stands for the set of all pairs (A, H) such that A is 
H-self-adjoint and there is an A-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (A, H) E SF?,,, and let M be an A-invariant hypenmxi- 
mu1 H-neutral subspace which is stably hypermuximal neutral. Then for every 
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E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for every pair (A’, H’) E %?,, with ](A - A’]] + 
I/H - H'll < 6 there is an A’-invariant hypermuximal H’-neutral subspace M’ 
which is stably hypermuximul neutral and such that gap( M, M’) < E. 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 will be based on a further investigation of the 
stability of the sign condition. Although Example 6.1 shows that the sign 
condition is not stable, we shall prove that for certain subclasses of H-self- 
adjoint matrices A the sign condition is preserved under small perturbations. 
In order to do this we need the description of the sign characteristic of a pair 
(A, H) in terms of the zeros of the equation det( p - (h H - HA)) = 0. These 
zeros are called the proper values of the linear bundle XH - HA; they are 
functions of X. 
Let A be H-selfadjoint. Then for every real h the matrix hH - HA is 
hermitian. Consequently, the proper values of hH - HA are real for real h. 
Moreover, hH - HA admits the following representation (Theorem S6.3 in 
[71): 
where p,(h), i = 1 , . . . , n, are real-valued functions which are analytic on the 
real variable h, and U(h), A E Iw, is an n X n unitary matrix depending 
analytically on the real variable h. (A local version of this result is known as 
Rellich’s theorem; see [20].) Clearly, p,(A), . . , ,p,Jh) in (6.1) are the proper 
values of XH - HA. Thus, a real number X, is an eigenvalue of A if and only 
if X, is a zero of some pi(h). Let @(X0)= {i]pi(ho)=O}. It turns out that 
the number of partial multiplicities of A at X, is exactly the cardinality of 
@(ha), and the partial multiplicities themselves coincide with the positive 
integers ai, i E @(ha), defined by the condition pi(h)= (X - A,)“l[,(X), 
where ti(h) is analytic and nonzero at X, (this can be proved by using the 
local Smith forms of h H - HA and diag(p,(h), . . . ,P~( h)); see [7, Section 
S1.51 and [lo, $1.31). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let A be an H-self&joint n x n matrix, and let 
ELI(X),..., p”(h) be the proper values of hH - HA, which are real analytic 
functions of the real variable A. Let h, E a(A), and let q be the partial 
multiplicities ofA at X, (i E @(A,)). Put t,(X) = (h - h,)-U~~i(h). Then the 
sign in the sign characteristic of (A, H) corresponding to the partial multi- 
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plicity ai of A at h, coincides with the sign (positive or negative) of the real 
number &(h,). 
This result was proved in a more general framework in [6]. 
Let P be an open set in the real line. A pair (A, H), where A is 
H-selfadjoint, is said to satisfy the Q-sign condition if for every h, E a( A)n L? 
the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) corresponding to the even partial 
multiplicities of A at A, are all equal, and also the signs corresponding to the 
odd partial multiplicities of A at A, are all equal. For Q = IR this gives the 
definition of the sign condition introduced before. The following description 
of the !&sign condition in terms of the zeros of det(p - (XH - HA)) is 
convenient. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let A be H-self-adjoint, and let Q c R be an open set 
whose boundary does not intersect a(A). Let p,(X),.. .,pF((X) (n is the order 
of A) be the proper values of h H - HA, which are real analytic functions of 
the real variable h, and for X, E a(A)nR denote @(A,)= {i 11~ i =S n, 
,ui(hO) = O}. Then th e pair (A, H) satisfies the Q-sign condition if and only if 
for every h, E D n a( A) at least on one of the two intervals (X, - 6, h,) and 
(X,, X, + 6) (where 6 > 0 is small enough), the functions pi(h), i E @(A,), 
are either all positive or all negative. 
The pair (A, H) satisfies the !&sign condition, and all the partial multipl- 
icities of A corresponding to eigenvalues in Q are even (odd) if and only if for 
every h, E 52 n a( A) the functions pi(X), i E @(A,), are either all positive or 
all negative on (A, - 6, &)U(h,, A, + 6) (if and only if all pi(h), i E @(A,), 
haveonesignforAE(Ao-6,ho)andtheoppositesignforhE(h,,A,+6)). 
This proposition is not difficult to check using Proposition 6.3 and a little 
reflection on the shapes of the graphs of the functions ~1 i(h), i E @(A, ). For 
example, the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) corresponding to the 
even (odd) partial multiplicities at X, are + l’s ( - l’s) if and only if all the 
functions pi(h), i E @(X0), are positive on the interval (ha - 6, he), where 
6 < 0 is small enough. 
Let Q be an open set in R whose boundary does not intersect a( A). Let 
W,,(Q) be the class of all pairs (A, H) E V0 such that there exists an A- 
invariant H-neutral subspace M with the properties that a( Al,,) c G and 
dim M = 4 dim R,(A), where R,(A) is the spectral subspace of A corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalues in &I. Using the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is easily 
seen that (A, H) E Vh(S2) if and only if the following holds: for each 
eigenvalue h, of A in G (if any) the number of odd partial multiplicities of A 
corresponding to ho is even, and exactly half of these partial multiplicities 
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have sign + 1 in the sign characteristic of (A, H), the other half having sign 
- 1. Equivalently, (A, H)E qhh(Qt) if and only if (AIR, P,H],)E %‘,,, where 
R = R,(A) and P’s is the orthogonal projection on R. Note also that %‘,, = 
U,,(R)* 
THEOREM 6.5. Let A be H-self-adjoint, and assume that (A, H) satis- 
fies the &sign condition for some open set 54 c 88 such that its boundary does 
not intersect a( A). Assume that the partial multiplicities of A corresponding 
to the eigenvalues in Sz are all even. Then there exists E > 0 such that every 
pair (B,G)E V,(Q) with I(G - H(I+ ((B - A(( < E satisfies the Q-sign condi- 
tion and the partial multiplicities of B corresponding to its eigenvalues in CC2 
are all even. Moreover, if the signs in the sign characteristic of (A, H) 
corresponding to A, E !I are all + 1 ( - l), then the signs in the sign 
characteristic of (B, G) corresponding to the real eigenvalues of B in some 
small neighborhood of X, are also all + 1 ( - 1). 
In other words, if (A, H) satisfy the conditions of the theorem, then the 
Q-sign condition is stable under perturbations in the class %?I,(S2). 
Proof. Obviously, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 6.5 for the case 
$2 =(X0 - 6, h, + a), where 6 > 0 is small enough (so that h, is the only 
eigenvalue of A in a). Let pr( X), . . . , pn( A) be the proper values of X H - HA, 
which are analytic functions on the real variable X. As usual, denote a( h,) = 
{ i 11 d i ( n, pi(&) = O}. By Proposition 6.4 either pi(h) > 0 for all i E @(ha) 
and X~ti\{h,}, or pi(h)<0 for all iE@(XO) and h~fi\{&}. For 
definiteness, suppose that the former case holds, and that pi(X,) = 0 for 
1 =Z i G p; ~l~( h,) f 0 for p + 1 G i < n. 
Let 6, < 6 be a positive number chosen such that lpi(X)1 < C < ]pj(X)( for 
every A E [X, - S,, X, + S,] and every pair of indices i, j with 1~ i < p < j 
6 n, here the constant C is independent of h, i, j. The zeros of the equation 
det(p - (XH - HA)) = 0 depend continuously on the entries of A, H and on 
X. So there exists er > 0 such that for every G-self-adjoint matrix B with 
]]G - Hll+ I/B - AIJ < s1 the equation det(p - (hG - GB)) = 0 has exactly p 
solutions fir(A), . . . , j&(h) satisfying ]fii(X)] < C, i = l,..., p, h E [A, - 6,, A, 
+ S,], and exactly n - p solutions b ,+r(h),...,p,(h) satisfying IPj(x)I>C, 
j = p + 1,. . . ,n, X E [A, - S,, X, + a,]; and moreover, p,(X, + 8,) 
>~min{Clj(Ao+61)(1~jgp} for l<iip. 
Let s2 > 0 be such that any matrix B with JI A - BIJ -z s2 has no eigenvalues 
in the set [ha - 6, h, - S,]u[Ao + a,, A, + 61. Put E= min{er, ~a}. We shall 
check that this E satisfies the requirements of Theorem 6.5. Let B be 
G-self-adjoint with ](G - H((+ I(B- A(( <E, and let fir(h),...,&(X) be the 
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solutions of det(p-((AG -GB))=O satisfying [pi(h)] CC, i = l,...,p, X E 
[X0 -6,,X, +a,]. Renumber, if necessary, P,(h),...,P,(h) in such a way 
that they become analytic functions on A E [X, -a,, h, + S,]. From the 
choice of (B, G) it is clear that the eigenvalues of B in the interval (h, - 6, h, 
+ 6) lie in fact in the set [X,-6,, h, + S,], and they are zeros of 
P,(h),..., fi,(h). Assume now, in addition, that (B, G) E V,,(Q). First we 
show that all partial multiplicities of B in Q are even. Suppose not, and let 
x E (X, - a,, X, + 6,) be the smallest eigenvalue of B in St with odd partial 
multiplicity. As fii(h, - a,) > 0, i = 1,. . , , p, and all the partial multiplicities 
of B at eigenvalues in Q smaller than ii (if any) are even, it follows that 
pi(ii - 0) > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,p. In view of Proposition 6.3 this means that all signs 
in the sign characteristic of (B, G) corresponding to odd partial multiplicities 
at x are - 1, which is a contradiction with (B, G) E Vh(&?) [see the descrip- 
tion of %‘,,(a) preceding Theorem 6.51. So all the partial multiplicities of B in 
Q are even, By Proposition 6.3 the zeros of P,(A) in [h, - a,, h, + S,] have 
even multiplicities for i = 1,. . . , p. Since fii(h, + 6,) > 0,this implies (again by 
Proposition 6.3) that the signs in the sign characteristic of (B, G) correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalues in (A, - 6, h, + 6) are all + 1’s. n 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. By Theorem 6.5 there exists 6, > 0 such that every 
pair (A’, H’) E %‘,, with ]I A - A’]] + I) H - H’]] < 6, satisfies the sign condition 
(and hence the partial multiplicities of A’ at real eigenvalues are all even). In 
view of Theorem 5.2 this means that there exists a stably hypermaximal 
neutral subspace for (A’, H’). It remains to show that this subspace can be 
chosen close to M. For this it is sufficient to consider the cases a( A) = { h, x }, 
X CZ R, and u(A) = { X }, A E 08. In the first case any A’-invariant hypermaxi- 
ma1 H’-neutral subspace M’ is stably hypermaximal neutral provided I I A - A’] ] 
+ JJH - H’JJ +gap(M, M’) is small enough, as follows from Corollary 4.3 in 
[19]. In the second case, take M’ to be the unique A’-invariant hypermaximal 
H’-neutral subspace such that a(A’],.) lies in the closed lower half plane. By 
Theorem 5.2 the space M’ is stably hypermaximal neutral with respect to 
(A’, H'). Moreover, gap(M, M’) can be made arbitrarily small by taking 
]]A - A’]] + ]I H - H'll small enough. This is easily seen using Theorem 2.7. n 
The statement of Theorem 6.2 remains true if “stably hypermaximal 
neutral’ is replaced by “(iFstably hypermaximal neutral,” i = e, es, e k, e + 
(see Section 5). Indeed, note that Vi c W,, and x( A, H) = Y,,( A, H) for 
every (A, H) E Vi, Moreover, according to Theorem 5.3, (i )-stably hypermax- 
imal neutral subspaces coincide with stably hypermaximal neutral ones. 
The following example shows that it is not true in general that any 
A’-invariant hypermaximal H’-neutral subspace M’ is stably hypermaximal 
neutral provided ]]A - A’]( + [IH - H'I( + gap(M, M’) is small enough. 
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EXAMPLE 6.6. Let 9 a 0, and put 
Then (A(n), H)E%?~. Put M=span{e,,e,}. Note that M is A(n)-invariant 
hypermaximal H-neutral. Also, M is stably hypermaximal neutral with respect 
to (A(O), H). However, M is not stably hypermaximal neutral with respect to 
(A(n), H) for TJ > 0, as is shown by Theorem 5.2. 
Now we turn to the stability of Lipschitz stable subspaces. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let A be H-self&joint, and let M be an A-invariant 
maximal H-nonnegative subspace which is Lipschitx stably maximal non- 
negative. Then any A’-invariant subspace M’ is maximal HP-nonnegative and 
Lipschitz stably maximal nonnegative provided A’ is H’-selfadjoint and 
]]A - A’]] + ]I H - H'll + gap( M, M’) is small enough. 
Proof By Theorem 4.3 the pair (A, H) satisfies the sign condition and 
all real eigenvalues of A are simple. By Theorem III 1.1 in [8] the pair 
(A’, H’) E ‘ik;, satisfies the sign condition, and all real eigenvalues of A’ are 
simple provided I]A - A’]]+ IIH - H’ll is small enough. Since M is a spectral 
subspace of A such that u( A],) does not contain pairs of nonreal conjugate 
numbers, it follows that M’ is a spectral subspace of A’ such that a(A’],,) 
contains no pairs of nonreal conjugate numbers, provided ]]A - A’]] + 
gap( M, M’) is small enough. Applying Theorem 4.3 once more, we finish the 
proof. n 
The argument used in the last part of the proof can also be used to 
establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let (A, H) E Vi, and let M be Lipschitz (i kstably hyper- 
maximal neutral with respect to (A, H). Then any A’-invariant subspace M’ 
is Lipschitz (i )-stably hypermuximul neutral with respect to (A’, H’) provided 
(A’, H’)E%~ (i= h,e,es,ek,e+) and ]]A - A’]]+gap(M, M’) is small 
enough. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.4 the subspace M is a spectral subspace of A such 
that a(AIM) does not contain pairs of conjugate numbers [in particular 
a(A)nR =0]. If (]A - A’]]+gap(M, M’) is small enough, it follows that M’ is 
a spectral subspace of A’ such that a( A’],,,) does not contain pairs of 
conjugate numbers. According to Theorem 5.4, M’ is Lipschitz (i>stably 
hypermaximal neutral with respect to (A’, H’) for any H’ such that (A’, H’) E 
Vi. n 
7. H-UNITARY MATRICES 
Let H = H* be an invertible n X n matrix. An n X n complex matrix U is 
called H-unitary (i.e., unitary in the indefinite inner product induced by H) if 
U*HU = H. Many results proved in this paper for H-self-adjoint matrices can 
be obtained also in the framework of H-unitary matrices via the Cayley 
transform (see, e.g., [3, Section 114]), using the fact that the Cayley transform 
is a local homeomorphism. As an example,we shall state the H-unitary 
analogue of Theorem 0.2. For an H-unitary matrix tJ, the definition of a 
u-stably hypermaximal neutral subspace M (which is assumed to be U- 
invariant hypermaximal H-neutral) goes word for word like the definition of a 
stably hypermaximal neutral subspace given in Section 5, replacing “H-self- 
adjoint” by “H-unitary.” 
THEOREM 7.1. Let U be an H-unitary n x n matrix, and let TJ and { be 
two complex numbers such that InI= 1, 9 4 a(U), 5 #c. Then there is a 
u-stably hypermarimal neutral subspace for (U, H ) if and only if the orders 
of the Jordan blocks with unimodular (i.e. lying on the unit circle) eigenval- 
ues in the Jordan normal form of U are all even, and the pair (A, H), where 
A = ({U - $I)(tJ - vZ)-' is H-selfadjoint, satisfies the sign condition. In 
this case, a U-invariant hypermaximal H-neutral subspace M is u-stably 
hypermaximal neutral if and only if either M I Ker( h, - U)” or M n Ker( h, 
- U)” = (0) for every nonunimodular eigenvalue h, of U with dimKer(X, - 
U)> 1. 
From the H-unitary analogue of Theorem 0.1, one may conclude that for 
an H-unitary matrix U the fact that the pair (A, H), where A = (gU - nf1). 
(U - qZ)-’ with 1171 = 1, 17 4 u(U), { # f, satisfies the sign condition, does not 
depend on the choice of 1 and {. 
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